Lowdown on intruder & fire alarms

Radio-Electronics

Make IC hi-fi—a clean 2W
Fixing car tape players—a cinch

Works with your set—Build this TV Camera for $100

Radio Electronics

Hi-Fi TEST REPORT

ALL ABOUT CREOS
Special 4-Port Blowers
NEW COLOR TV CAMERA
Now You Can Make Your Own
COSMOS ALARM CIRCUITS
Stop Burglars Fast
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS: How They Work
PA SYSTEM PROBLEMS
Save Them Effectively

BUILD this COLOR TV CAMERA for about $400

BUILD

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 1969 & 1975
RCA 21CT-55
RESTORED NEW OLD STOCK
$450.00

Class M
Antiques
Paul A. Baker
4006 Long Ave. Elmsford, NY 10523
(716) 926-2192
PLAY MOVIE
GO HOME TO KANSAS
MOVIE FEATURES MENU
FOLLOW THE ROAD TO OZ
SPECIAL FEATURES MENU
What in the world is a mirror screw?
1936 Baird Televisions

John Logie Baird, 1888 – 1946, a
Scottish born engineer credited with the first
public demonstration of a working
mechanical television system in London on
January 26, 1926 to the
demonstration to
members of the Royal Institution.
The Bananas Were Blue

RCA, CBS, and the Invention of Color Television

by Alexander B. Magoun, Ph.D.
David Sarnoff Library
www.davidsarnoff.org
The Bananas Were Blue

RCA, CBS, and the Invention of Color Television
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David Sarnoff Library
www.davidsarnoff.org
SHOWBOAT

Scene Selections
Captions and Subtitles
Theatrical Trailer